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Highly configurable options for approvals routing

Routings can be set according to transaction 
characteristics, not simply financial value

Approvers have the option to request more 
information to help decide whether to approve or 
reject 

A single approver may have different approval 
scope within separate divisions of the organisation 
and may be included more than once in a routing 
e.g. Procurement first give an “in principle” approval, 
it is then routed to budgetary approvers before 
returning to Procurement for a final check and action)

Approvers who have no fiscal responsibilities 
can be included in the approval process, for 
example, the legal team may review contractual 
arrangements without having budgetary authority

Users may be offered a choice of approvers: more 
than one approver may have authority to approve 
transactions for specific departments or values, so 
a user who knows the approver’s availability can 
select an appropriate approver preventing delays in 
the approval process.

Flexible approval templates allow one person 
to hold different approval levels for different 
departments or subsidiaries 

The application captures a detailed history of 
approvals and approver comments for future audit

Optionally, CloudTamers Transaction Approval 
Manager can be applied to non-financial records for 
example a vacancy request.

Key Benefits

The CloudTamers Transaction 
Approval Manager for NetSuite 

CloudTamers Transaction Approval Manager is a flexible 
powerful tool to facilitate speedy approvals. Making the 
right transactional decisions in your organisation – purchases, 
permissions etc. – is essential for good business. Yet too often 
approval routing is controlled simply by budget and does not 
account for a more informed choice. CloudTamers Transaction 
Approval Manager software application extends and enhances 
core NetSuite’s standard approval process (based only upon staff 
hierarchy and financial thresholds).

With CloudTamers Transaction Approval Manager, your staff 
are empowered to make important decisions within defined 
parameters and controls – ensuring these decisions are routed 
by those who need to know and those who can contribute 
meaningfully to the decision-making process.
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Flexibility
-     Automated approval routing based upon  

configurable rules
-   Approve, reject or request more information
-     Include approver more than once (for example 

procurement at start and end of approval process).

Powerful
-     One person can hold different approval scopes 

across separate areas of business
-     Approval routing based on transaction 

characteristics as well as value
-     Automate approvals on multi-currency transaction values.

Efficient
-     Unlimited approval routing rules across 

subsidiaries and divisions
-     Designate single approver or allow selection on 

transaction entry from approvers with appropriate scope
-     Include non-financial approvers for example legal team.

Key Features

Karen Janes 
Financial Controller, UCAS

“ Having an efficient financial management system that performs well is crucial to 
our business. We’re pleased to be working with CloudTamers, as they’re highly 
experienced in this area and offer a lot of support.

Plymouth Science Park 
Host to over 120 businesses in the Life Sciences, 
e-Commerce and Digital Technology industries.

UCAS 
Helping hundreds of thousands of applicant students each 
year to choose the right UK University or College.

Customers using the app

CloudTamers Transaction Approval Manager 
operates entirely within NetSuite to streamline 
approval management and drive swift and efficient 
procedures across the entire organisation.
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Associated Apps

CloudTamers - who we are

We believe that your IT system must be as good as your 
products and services. It should help you steer your 
organisation effectively, providing the right information at 
the right time.

Established in 1991, CloudTamers is one of the UK’s 
longest-standing NetSuite Partners, with 10 years’ Partner 
experience and around 40 NetSuite system rollouts - half of 
which are for global organisations.

Our most noteworthy customers include UCAS, Plymouth 
Science Park, the Museum of London Archaeology, 
and UK Youth, along with many other UK and overseas 
organisations, both large and small.

CloudTamers is Cheltenham based with 26 years’ pedigree 
in the business management software space. CloudTamers’ 
CIO, Rebecca Eden, is a NetSuite Certified ERP Consultant 
with extensive accounting experience, and is accredited by 
NetSuite to implement the NetSuite Multi-Books module. 
Several CloudTamers staff have achieved, or are on a PDP 
to achieve, NetSuite and AAT accounting certifications.

CloudTamers is an authorised NetSuite Developer, 
providing customisation services to extend the 
functionality of the NetSuite platform, both as bespoke 
one-off customisations, and as NetSuite accredited 
packaged applications (for HR Management, Approvals 
Management, Hire Management and Payroll integrations).

Nick Eden 
CEO, CloudTamers

“ The digital back office has  
become the invisible, but 
indispensable, cornerstone  
of modern organisations.

CloudTamers  
Journal Approval

CloudTamers Price 
Change Manager


